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CONJUNCTION 
Conjunction is a word that connects two words, two clauses, two sentences 

and two phrases. 

Ex. Vivek and Anuj are good in nature. 

 The woman is poor but honest. 

SOME IMPORTANT CONJUNCTIONS AND THEIR USES 

CONJUNCTIONS EXAMPLES 

Either-----------or 

 

Either Rakesh or Mukesh will join Mahendra 

for banking preparation. 

Neither---------nor Neither Ruby nor her daughter is thief. 

Both-------------and He is both teacher and scientist. 

Though-----------yet Though he tried his best yet he missed the 

train. 

Whether---------or I don’t care whether you stay or go home. 

No sooner-------than 

 

No sooner did the teacher finish his lecture 

than the students started asking the questions. 

Same--------------as This is the same laptop as mine. 

Same------------that This is the same car that I had seen in PVR 

parking. 

Lest------------should Work hard lest you should fail. 

Hardly/Scarcely --------- 

when 

Hardly had I reached the station when the train 

left. 

So-----------that This case is so complicated that none can 

solve it. 

So------------as Neha is not so clever as Pooja. 

As------------as Reena is as beautiful as Meena. 

And Rajesh and Pankaj are serious for their future. 
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As well as Manoj as well as Suraj is planning to visit 

Goa. 

Where Tell me where you live. 

When 

 

The time when he comes here everyday is 

5:00pm. 

Until/Unless Don’t go anywhere until I come. 

Unless you work hard, you will not succeed. 

As if He wished me as if today is my birthday. 

Provided I will drop you as far as your home provided 

you give me treat in McDonald. 

Not only--------but also Not only Ajay but also Arjun is honest. 

EXERCISE 
1. Both Rahul (1)/ as well as Arun (2)/ are interested to (3)/ prepare the 

 examination. (4)/ No error (5) 

2. Scarcely had (1)/ I bought the ticket (2)/ than the postmaster (3)/ showed 

 the green flag. (4)/ No error (5) 

3. I asked him (1)/ that why he (2)/ was not preparing for (3)/ the IBPS 

 examination. (4)/ No error (5) 

4. Either you (1)/ and he went (2)/ there to help (3)/ the helpless. (4)/ No 

 error (5) 

5. He not only comes here (1)/ for swimming (2)/ but also for coaching (3)/ 

 new swimmers. (4)/ No error (5) 

6. While the (1)/ cock crew, (2)/ the farmer (3)/ woke up. (4)/ No error (5) 

7. When the leader (1)/ was speaking, (2)/ the people were (3)/ listening 

 carefully. (4)/ No error (5) 

8. Until she works hard (1)/ she (2)/ will not crack (3)/ the examination of 

 SSC CGL. (4)/ No error (5) 

9. His friend (1)/ not only fined (2)/ and also sent (3)/ to jail. (4)/ No error(5) 

10. He plays (1)/ neither (2)/ cricket (3)/ or football. (4)/ No error (5) 
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ANSWER 

1.(2)  Use ‘and’ instead of ‘as well as’ 

2.(3)  Use ‘when’ instead of ‘than’ 

3.(2)  Remove ‘that’ 

4.(2)  Use ‘or’ instead of ‘and’ 

5.(1)  Use ‘He comes here not only’ 

6.(1)  Use ‘when’ instead of ‘while’ 

7.(1)  Use ‘while’ instead of ‘when’ 

8.(1)  Use ‘unless’ instead of ‘until’ 

9.(3)  Use ‘but also’ instead of ‘and also’ 

10.(4) Use ‘nor’ instead of ‘or’ 
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